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Abstract. The equivalence of the Bott index and the Chern number is established in
the thermodynamic limit for a gapped, short ranged and bounded Hamiltonian on a two
dimensional torus of linear size L. A Kubo formula as an exact operatorial identity is
provided in real space and used to show the quantization of the transverse conductance within
corrections of order L−1. In doing so the physical foundations of the theory that introduces the
Bott index in the realm of condensed matter as proposed by Hastings and Loring in J. Math.
Phys. (51), 015214, (2010) and Annals of Physics 326 (2011) 1699-1759 are recalled.
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1. Introduction
The integer quantization of the transverse (Hall) conductance (IQHE) for a two dimensional
electronic gas under an external perpendicular magnetic field has been experimentally
discovered in 1980 [1], the fractional quantization (FQHE) a couple of years later [2]. The
theoretical analysis of these phenomena has never stopped since. Initial landmarks have been
established by Laughlin [3], Halperin [4] and Thouless [5]. Different schools of thought
originated to explain these phenomena: who focuses on the two-dimensional bulk aspects of
the sample [6]; who stresses the relevance of the one dimensionality of the edge [7], who
on the interplay between bulk and edge-physics [8]. The attention to a realistic geometrical
setting is particularly relevant in the approach of Buttiker [9], while a rigorous treatment of the
strong disorder needed for the quantization conductance is central in the work of Bellissard
[10]. The initial sections of [10] can be used as an introduction to the subject of the IQHE.
Another line of research particularly careful on the mathematical physical aspects of IQHE
and FQHE is due to Avron, Seiler and Simon [11]. Haldane in 1988 formulated a lattice
model with localized magnetic flux over the corners of a honeycomb lattice but total zero
flux per plaquette that manifests a quantized transverse conductance [12], nowadays called
Chern insulator. This model has been relevant to the theoretical formulation [13] [14] and
experimental discovery [15] of the topological insulators.
The quantization of the Hall conductance on a torus geometry, that means that periodic
boundary conditions are imposed on the two dimensional sample, is determined by a
topological invariant called Chern number. This has been showed for the first time in the
ref. [5], the relation has then been made explicit in the ref. [16] by Kohmoto. Also previous
suggestions were provided in the references [17] and [18]. Countless mathematical books
describe the tools of differential geometry needed to understand how the concept of Chern
invariant is used in the literature cited above, two possible references are [19] and [20].
Hastings and Loring in a set of articles [21] [22] [23] used several theoretical tools
including non commutative topology, C* algebras and K-theory to rigorously search for
the topological invariants of the ten Altland and Zirnbauer symmetry classes [24] in a way
that would be also relevant for numerical computations. The program of classification of
topological invariants of Fermi systems according to their symmetries and dimensionality
started with the works of Qi et al. [25], Kitaev [26] and Ryu et al. [27].
One of the motivations for this work is to collect in the section 2 the physical foundations
of the theory that leads to the use of the so called Bott index in condensed matter as developed
by Hastings and Loring [21] [23]. This index has been used also by other authors for a
classification of topological classes using scattering methods [28]. Moreover it has recently
been employed to characterized the topological properties of out of equilibrium systems [29]
[30] [31]. The section 3 defines and discuss the Bott index according to [21, 23, 32]. The
novelties are in last two sections: a direct proof of the equivalence of the Bott index and
the Chern number in the thermodynamic limit in section 5, and a Kubo formula presented
in real space as an exact operatorial equality in section 4 that proves the quantization of the
Hall conductance in finite systems within a correction of order O(L−1). For a proof of the
Bott index - Chern number equivalence based on a “momentum space” approach the reader is
directed to the recent reference [33].
2. Physical setting
The physical system under investigation is a set of free fermions, with in general N internal
degrees of freedom, described by a short ranged, bounded and gappedHamiltonian on a lattice
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on a torus. The system admits disorder compatibly with the periodic boundary conditions. The
presence of disorder makes the concept of Brillouin zone ill defined, so I will never refer to
that. There are no assumptions about extra symmetries of the Hamiltonian and the action of
external fields is surely admitted. With these assumptions the theory is quite general and can
be apply to a variety of models. The first physical application, provided in the ref. [21], has
been on a disorder Bernevig-Hughes-Zhangmodel [34].
This section shows that from the properties of the Hamiltonian, short ranged, bounded
and gapped, two important estimates follow from which the theory is build up. The
Hamiltonian of the system is:
H = ∑
i, j
Ψ†i Hi, jΨ j (1)
A particle at a given site i can hop at most within a distance equal to R, this is the range of
the Hamiltonian. This can alternatively be stated writing H = ∑Z HZ with HZ supported on a
region Z of linear size R. The Hamiltonian is bounded, this means that ‖H‖ ≤ J.
The Bott index, as described in the following section 3, is an index of matrices. A couple
of unitary, or quasiunitary, matrices is arbitrarily closed to a couple of commuting unitary
(quasi unitary) matrices if and only if their Bott index is vanishing. The index is also well
defined for Hermitian and other classes of matrices [35], [32], [36]. See in particular the latter
reference for a discussion of all the symmetry classes. The definitions 26 and 30 make it
clear that the Bott index could be non vanishing only when the dimension of P is bigger than
one, but this is surely not a problem in a many body setting. It is important to note that the
quantization of the index 30 is exact so there is no obstacle to its application to a few body
problem as well.
To construct the torus we glue together the opposite sides of a rectangle of linear sizes Lx
and Ly that are supposed of the same order L. For every lattice site i on the rectangle of position
(xi,yi)we build the diagonal matrix X with elements Xi, j = xiδi, j and the correspondingmatrix
Y , Yi, j = yiδi, j. The matrices X and Y have LxLy diagonal elements. Note that points that are
close on the lattice may have corresponding values of x (or y) far in the matrix X but at most
(of the order of) Lx elements distant. We define the diagonal unitary matrices U and V with
elements:
Ui,i = exp
(
i
2pi
Lx
Xi,i
)
, Vi,i = exp
(
i
2pi
Ly
Yi,i
)
(2)
The real diagonal matrices X1, X2, Y1 and Y2 are defined as: LxU = X1 + iX2 and LyV =
Y1 + iY2. They satisfy X
1
1 +X
2
2 = L
2
x and Y
1
1 +Y
2
2 = L
2
y , moreover Xi,i ≤ |X1i,i|+ |X2i,i| and
Yi,i ≤ |Y1i,i|+ |Y2i,i|. With θ ∈ [0,2pi ] this is like to say:
θ
2pi ≤ |cosθ |+ |sinθ |. Taking T equal
to any of the matrices X1, X2, Y1, Y2 and representing the Hamiltonian matrix Hi, j according
to the construction of Xi, j and Yi, j, the previous assumptions imply:
‖ [T,H]‖ ≤ O(RJ) (3)
and
‖ [T,P]‖ ≤ O
(
RJ
∆E
)
(4)
Let us sketch the proof of 3. The value of the elements of T ranges from 0 to L. T is
diagonal then only the off diagonal part of H contributes to the commutator. Since the matrix
H connects only sites that are at most at a distance equal to R, the commutator of eq. 3 is the
off diagonal part of H with elements multiplied at most for a factor, in modulus, equal to R,
then eq. 3 follows.
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The proof of 4 uses a trick taken from [37]. The projector P on the occupied energy
levels can be written as
P =
1
2pi i
∮
ΓE
dz(z−H)−1 (5)
(6)
then:
[T,P] =
1
2pi i
∮
ΓE
dz
[
T,(z−H)−1
]
(7)
[
T,(z−H)−1
]
= (z−H)−1(z−H)T (z−H)−1
− (z−H)−1T (z−H)(z−H)−1
= (z−H)−1 [T,H] (z−H)−1
= R(z) [T,H]R(z) (8)
The resolvent R(z)≡ (z−H)−1 has been introduced. Then:
[T,P] =
1
2pi i
∮
ΓE
dzR(z) [T,H]R(z) (9)
‖ [T,P]‖ ≤
1
2pi
|ΓE |‖ [T,H]‖ sup
z∈ΓE
‖R(z)‖2 (10)
|ΓE | denotes the length of the contour ΓE enclosing the value of the energy E in the complex
plane, |ΓE | ≤ O(∆E). Being ‖R(z)‖ = dist(z,σ(H))
−1, then supz∈ΓE ‖R(z)‖ ≤ O(∆E)
−1, so
the eq. 4 is proven. From now on Lx and Ly are identified with L. From above, in particular
using Xi,i ≤ |X1i,i|+ |X2i,i|, it follows that:
‖ [X ,H]‖ ≤ O(RJ) (11)
‖ [X ,P]‖ ≤ O
(
RJ
∆E
)
(12)
‖[e(i
2pi
L X),P]‖ ≤ O
(
RJ
L∆E
)
(13)
Assuming that the energy gap ∆E does not vanish increasing the size of the system, the rhs of
eq. 13 in the thermodynamic limit is of order O(L−1). Let us consider the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula to write:
[e(i
2pi
L X),H]e(−i
2pi
L X) = e(i
2pi
L X)He(−i
2pi
L X)−H (14)
=
2pi
L
[iX ,H]+
1
2
(
2pi
L
)2
[iX , [iX ,H]]+ h.o. (15)
Applying the argument employed to prove eq. 3 we can show that:(
2pi
L
)2
‖[iX , [iX ,H]]‖ ≤ O
(
1
L2
)
(16)
then the only term of order O(L−1) contributing to ‖[e(i
2pi
L X),H]‖ is the first one of eq. 15.
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3. Bott index
The Bott index has been introduced in the context of condensed matter physics by Hastings
and Loring in a set of papers [21], [22], [23]. They used this index to study in the ref. [21] a
disordered Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang model [34], the prototype of topological insulators. For
a discussion of the Bott index in a mathematical settings and for references to the original
works see [32].
Let us start recalling the definition of the Bott index given for unitary matrices and
then extend it to the case relevant in our condensed matter system of the projected operators
Pe(i
2piX
L )P and Pe(i
2piY
L )P.
The Bott index is a winding number of unitary matrices. Given two unitary matrices
U and V , it is: ‖UVU†V † − 1‖ = ‖ [U,V ]‖, this is shown using VUU†V † = 1. With
‖ [U,V ]‖= δ the spectrum ofUVU†V † is such that: σ
(
UVU†V †−1
)
⊆{z∈C : |z−1|≤ δ}.
This is nothing but the definition of the operatorial norm as the eigenvalue of maximum
modulus. With δ < 2 the spectrum of UVU†V † is out of the real negative axis in fact this
corresponds to exclude the value z =−1, then we can employ the complex log with the branch
cut on the real negative axis to define:
Bott(U,V )≡
1
2pi i
Tr log
(
UVU†V †
)
(17)
Being
(
UVU†V †
)
unitary, within the given hypothesis the spectrum of log
(
UVU†V †
)
is
purely imaginary then the index is real. It is moreover an integer, in fact given A non singular
(if we want to use the principal branch of the log we also require that σ(A)∩R− = /0) then
Tr logA = logdetA + 2pimi with m ∈ Z. In our case det
(
UVU†V †
)
= 1, then Bott(U,V )
is an integer. It is immediate to see also that when U and V are commuting their index is
vanishing. On the other hand it is possible to show that if the index of U and V is vanishing
there exists a couple of commuting unitary matrices U1 and V1 that are arbitrary closed to U
and V : ‖U −U1‖+ ‖V −V1‖ ≤ ε . See Theorem 2.6 of [32] for the precise statement and a
proof.
When Bott(U,V ) 6= 0 then U and V are at a finite distance from any commuting couple
of unitary matrices, see Proposition 2.5 of [32].
Consider an homotopy t → (Ut ,Vt), t ∈ [0,1] of unitary matrices that deforms (U0,V0)
to (U1,V1), with ‖[U0,V0]‖ < 2 and ‖[U1,V1]‖ < 2 then if Bott(U0,V0) 6= Bott(U1,V1) there
exists t˜ ∈ (0,1) such that ‖[Ut˜ ,Vt˜ ]‖= 2. See Lemma 2.4 of [32].
This fact is important for applications of the Bott index to the study of out of equilibrium
system where it has been recognize that the index can change following the unitary time
evolution [29]. This is investigated also in [31].
It might be interesting to express the Bott index as a winding number, also to possibly
recognize its relation with other indexes in the physics literature. In section IV of [22], see
also [32] and references therein, the Bott index is defined as the winding number of the loop:
γ(t) = det(tUV +(1− t)VU), with t ∈ [0,1]. According to the definition of winding number
of a loop we have
Bott(U,V )≡
1
2pi i
∮
γ
dz
z
(18)
=
1
2pi i
∫ 1
0
dtγ−1(t)∂tγ(t) (19)
=
1
2pi i
∫ 1
0
dt∂t logdet(tUV +(1− t)VU) (20)
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Given a non singular matrix A, it holds: ∂φ logdetA = Tr∂φ logA. Before using this formula
we want to put in evidenceUVU†V † as the argument of the log. So, with:
det(t(UV )+ (1− t)VU) = det(t[U,V ]+VU) (21)
= det[(t[U,V ]U†V †+ 1)VU ] (22)
= det(t[U,V ]U†V †+ 1)det(VU) (23)
we have:
Bott(U,V ) =
1
2pi i
Tr log(t[U,V ]U†V †+ 1)
∣∣∣1
0
(24)
We see that the two definitions 17 and 18 are equivalent.
The Bott index is still well defined relaxing the condition of unitarity of matrices, this
is where the physical applications come in. Let us consider the projector P on the occupied
states of the Hamiltonian 1, we recall that the existence of an energy gap is supposed. Then
P =W †
(
0 0
0 1n
)
W (25)
with n = dimP and W the unitary matrix with columns equal to the eigenvectors of H.
Let us consider the matrices Pe(i
2piX
L )P and Pe(i
2piY
L )P, using 25 :
Pe(i
2piX
L )P =W †
(
0 0
0 U1
)
W (26)
Pe(i
2piY
L )P =W †
(
0 0
0 U2
)
W (27)
The matricesU1 and U2 almost commute and are quasi unitarity:
‖ [U1,U2]‖ ≤ O(L
−2) (28)
‖UaU
†
a −1n‖ ≤ O(L
−2) a ∈ {1,2} (29)
The proof is done following the methods of Lemma 5.1 of [22] and using eq. 13.
The Bott index of U1 and U2 is defined as:
Bott(U1,U2)≡
1
2pi
ImTr log
(
U1U2U
†
1U
†
2
)
(30)
Let us show three facts, as stated in section 5.3 of [23]:
‖U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 − 1‖ ≤ O(L
−2) (31)
‖ log(U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 )− (U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 − 1)‖ ≤ O(L
−4) (32)
Bott(U1,U2)−
1
2pi
ImTr(U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 )≤ O(L
−2) (33)
Eq. 31 follows by 28 and U1U2U
†
2U
†
1 = 1+O(L
−2). Eq. 32 follows by the Mercator series:
given ‖A− 1‖< 1
logA =
∞
∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
(A− 1)n
n
(34)
Then, assuming also A normal:
‖ logA− (A− 1)‖= ‖
∞
∑
n=2
(−1)n+1
(A− 1)n
n
‖ ≤ ‖A− 1‖2
∞
∑
n=2
‖A− 1‖n−2
n
With A = U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 eq. 32 follows. Eq. 33 follows by noticing that the trace of a matrix
is less equal than the norm of the matrix itself times the dimension of the matrix that in our
case is n = dimP. When the number of internal degrees of freedom of a particle is N then the
matrices appearing in eq. 26 have dimension NL2 that is O(L2), then:
Tr
[
log(U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 )− (U1U2U
†
1U
†
2 − 1)
]
≤ O(L−4)O(L2) (35)
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4. Kubo formula
The transverse conductivity is computed as the long time transverse response of the system
to an electric field that is adiabatically switch on at early times [38], [37]. The response
could be equivalently evaluated, in a two dimensional setting, as the response to a “pierced”
magnetic field [39]. The approach that I pursue, that will be the tool to prove the quantization
of the Hall conductance on a torus using the Bott index, is to show that the formula for
the transverse conductivity obtained in the context of perturbation theory arises as an exact
operatorial identity. This approach was presented by Avron and Seiler in the ref. [40]. They
were considering a setting where the Hamiltonian has a differential dependence on a “flux”
parameter. The transverse conductance averaged over the “flux” torus T reads
σH =
i
2pi
∫
T
TrRˆEdHPEdHRˆE (36)
The identification of σH with the Chern number occurs proving the identity
QEdPEPEdPEQE = RˆEdHPEdHRˆE (37)
PE and QE are the projector and its orthogonal on the ground state energy E , RˆE ≡QER(E)QE
is the reduced resolvent. Note that the resolvent R(z) is singular on the spectrum of the
Hamiltonian unless when evaluated on E ∈ σ(H) it acts on QE , the reason is QE sends to zero
those vectors that would make R(E) to diverge.
I prove eq. 37 in a modified form suitable for our system resembling the structure of the
Chern number as defined below 44. Dropping the subscript E of P and Q, I want to prove
that:
Q [−iX ,P]P [−iY,P]Q = RˆE [−iX ,H]P [−iY,H] RˆE (38)
To show the equality we start writing P in the commutators on the lhs of 38 as a contour
integral, see eq. 9
Q [−iX ,P]P [−iY,P]Q = (39)
Q
1
2pi i
∮
ΓE
dzR(z) [−iX ,H]R(z)P
1
2pi i
∮
Γ′E
dz′R(z′) [−iY,H]R(z′)Q (40)
=
1
2pi i
∮
ΓE
dz ∑
n 6=0
Pn
z−En
[−iX ,H]
P
z−E
1
2pi i
∮
Γ′E
dz′
P
z′−E
[−iY,H] ∑
n′ 6=0
Pn′
z′−E ′n
(41)
= ∑
n 6=0
Pn
E−En
[−iX ,H]P [−iY,H] ∑
n′ 6=0
Pn′
E−E ′n
(42)
= RˆE [−iX ,H]P [−iY,H] RˆE (43)
Note that: ΓE and Γ
′
E are contours encircling E in the complex plane, so, given E0 ≡ E , all
the eigenvalues En with n 6= 0 lie outside of ΓE and Γ
′
E . In the first passage Q and P act on
their neighboring resolvents, then the contour integrals are performed.
5. Equivalence of the Bott index and the Chern number in the thermodynamic limit
We start this section introducing an expression of the Chern number that is suitable for the
proof of the equivalence with the Bott index. This appeared as eq. (19) in the remarkable
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work of Bellissard and coauthors [10] and more recently in the appendix C of Kitaev’s [41],
see also eq. (7) of [42] and [43], [44], [45].
Chern(PE)≡−4piImTru.a.QE [−iX ,PE ]PE [−iY,PE ] (44)
The trace Tru.a. stays for the unit area trace that is: Tru.a. ≡ limA→∞
TrA
A
. TrA is the trace
over the Hilbert space of functions with periodic boundary conditions over the area A and
normalization equal to A. The definition 44 as given in the references above does not include
the factor QE . Its presence is due to the equality [A,P] = P[A,P]Q+Q[A,P]P with A any
“physical” operator. This will turn out useful in the proof of the equivalence of the Chern
number and the Bott index.
The equivalence of the usual formulation of the Chern number involving momentum
(fibered) projectors P(k) and that given in eq. 44 in absence of disorder is particularly
emphasized in the ref. [42].
An alternative perspective to the quantization of the Hall conductance that leads to the
same results of [10] is that of Avron et al. [11] that considered the Fredholm index of a couple
of projectors.
Let us see how the Bott index as in eq. 33 reduces to the expression of the Chern number
of eq. 44 within a correction of order O
(
L−1
)
. It is worth to stress that the correspondence,
as proven here, holds within the given hypothesis on the system’s Hamiltonian, that is short
ranged, bounded and gapped leading to the set of bounds of eqs. 12 and 13. The Bott index
as given by eq. 33 is:
Bott=
1
2pi
ImTr
(
PeiθxPeiθyPe−iθxPe−iθyP
)
+O
(
L−2
)
(45)
We start inserting two identities 1= e−iθxeiθx and 1= e−iθyeiθy , then it reads
Bott=
Im
2pi
Tr
(
Peiθx Pe−iθxeiθxeiθy Pe−iθxe−iθyeiθyPe−iθyP
)
+O
(
L−2
)
(46)
Then considering that:
eiθx Pe−iθx = P+[iθx,P]+O
(
L−2
)
(47)
ei(θx+θy)Pe−i(θx+θy) = P+[i(θx +θy),P]+O
(
L−2
)
(48)
eiθyPe−iθy = P+[iθy,P]+O
(
L−2
)
(49)
we plug 47, 48, 49 into 46 discarding the resulting Hermitian operators, in fact their trace
is real, and the terms of order O
(
L−3
)
or higher inside the trace that gives a contribution of
order O
(
L−1
)
or higher. Only two terms are remaining such that:
Bott=
Im
2pi
Tr(P [i(θx +θy) ,P] [iθy,P]+P [iθx,P] [i(θx +θy) ,P])+O(L
−1)
Then employing the useful property of the commutator of any (physical) operator A with a
projector P, with Q ≡ 1−P, such that: [A,P] = P [A,P]Q+Q [A,P]P (this equality reaffirms
that the trace of a commutator is vanishing) we get:
Bott =
1
2pi
ImTr2P [iθx,P]Q [iθy,P]+O
(
L−1
)
(50)
that reproduces the eq. 44 at the order O
(
L−1
)
, using θx =
2pi
L
X , θy =
2pi
L
Y , and the definition
of trace per unit area.
Note that if we wanted to keep track of the discarded terms in the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff expansion of eqs. 47, 48 and 49 we might employ, also recursively, the formula:
eiθx Pe−iθx = P+
∫ 1
0
dueiuθx[iθx,P]e
−iuθx (51)
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This is useful when we want to relax the conditions 12 and 13. This happens when, following
the time evolution of the system in the Schroedinger picture, the projector P(t0) is replaced
by U(t, t0)P(t0)U(t, t0)
† then the norm of the commutators 12 and 13 grows with time. This
happens with a general out of equilibrium Hamiltonian H(t).
A proof of the Bott index - Chern number equivalence based on a “momentum space”
approach has been recently discussed in [33].
6. Discussion and perspectives
It is relevant to stress some consequences and perspectives of the equivalence among the Bott
index and the Chern number. The formulation of the theory that leads to the construction of
the Bott index admits the presence of disorder in the system. In fact the first application of
it was on a disordered BHZ model in ref. [21]. The role of the disordered in system with
topological features should not be overlook in fact it is the presence of strong disorder that
makes possible the presence of plateaus in the shape of the Hall conductance as the external
magnetic field is varied. See the introduction of [10] for a discussion. The Chern number
itself admits a formulation developed in [10], based on the use of tools from non commutative
geometry, that shows its quantization even in the presence of a disorder as strong as to close
the band gap, see for example Fig 1 of ref. [43]. The presence of a mobility gap is certainly
still required, otherwise the system would lose its insulating nature. The starting formula to
realize that the Chern number is well defined also with strong disorder is precisely eq. 44.
In the formulation of the Bott index a band gap has been assumed. It seems natural to
ask if the same extension of the Chern index to strong disorder, that for the quantization of
the index requires just an average over all the possible disorder configurations [10, 44] might
show a quantization of the Bott index as well.
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